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Stuart has over 20 years of experience in the Financial Services Sector. He is a qualified
and licensed Chartered Accountant, Mortgage Broker and Financial Advisor.
This means he holds an Australian Financial Services License, an Australian
Credit License, and is a Registered Tax Agent. As such, he is able to provide his
clients with holistic advice, meaning that he can consider the investment, cash
flow, risk, taxation and funding consequences associated with providing
financial advice.
Stuart founded ProSolution Private Clients in 2002. He has always been a passionate advocate
for independent financial advice. He is a regular contributor to all media
forms, including newspaper, radio, and TV. He also writes a regular column for The
Australian newspaper. He has published four books with his two most recent
books being, Investopoly, and Rules of the Lending Game, both of
which have been best sellers. Stuart produces a weekly blog and podcast (called
Investopoly), which is available on most podcast platforms.
Stuart is married to his beautiful wife, Doreen and has twin sons, Ryan and William who
are 14 years old. Stuart is a loyal and passionate supporter of the Geelong
Football Club and enjoys travel, and anything to do with red wine. As you can
imagine, Stuart is a successful investor himself, and he has invested in the
same assets, structures and products that he advises his clients to invest in.

Meet your
wealth coach
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Of course, ProSolution Private Clients is a completely independent financial advisory firm. This means that we have no vested interests,
financial or otherwise, resulting from the recommendations that we make. It is our view that this is incredibly important to ensure that you
always receive honest advice that only considers your best interest. The existence of any perceived and actual conflicts of interest are
unacceptable in our view.
Apart from being independent, there are two things that set us apart from our peers.
Firstly, we have an equal amount of experience with investing in both residential property and shares. Quite often, financial advisors tend
to have significantly more knowledge and experience with share investing, and substantially less experience and knowledge with direct
property investment. That's not to say that every client should invest in direct property. However, if we are going to advise you to not invest
in direct property, for example, then you must be confident that we have taken into account all the pros and cons. Some advisors do not
recommend or take into account direct property simply because of a lack of experience and knowledge.
We only ever employ evidenced-based investment methodologies when investing in all asset classes including shares, residential
property, bonds and commercial property. That is, there must be an overwhelming amount of evidence that confirms the investment
approach we adopt is likely to deliver our target investment returns.
The second element that makes ProSolution unique is that we passionately believe that a holistic, well-rounded approach delivers the best
results. Taxation, for example, is often a client's largest lifetime expense. That is not to say that we should develop financial strategies
purely to minimise taxation outcomes. However, taxation must be one of the key considerations because our goal is to maximise your
personal wealth on an after-tax basis. For this reason it is our belief that a financial advisor must adopt a holistic approach.
The best way to achieve this is to have one team looking after your financial affairs. That is why ProSolution has structured itself as a
holistic business, so that we can make sure we are identifying and harnessing all potential financial opportunities for our clients, as well
as mitigating all potential risks.
Of course, there are some additional benefits from having a holistic team.
Firstly, a client only has to convey information once. If they mentioned something to our tax advisors that may have financial planning
consequences, they can rest assured that we're going to discuss it as a team.
Secondly, after we have determined an investment strategy, we will discuss it internally to make sure every team member understands the
big picture. That includes a taxation advisor, mortgage broker and insurance advisor. This ensures each team member is well positioned
to identify any risks and opportunities as they implement your plan over the coming years.
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What makes
our service
unique?

OUR INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
It is incredibly important that we are aligned in terms of investment philosophy and approach.
Firstly, our approach is to find the lowest risk investment strategy that has the highest probability of meeting your financial and lifestyle goals.
We are strong believers in adopting an evidence-based approach. That is, we will not invest in an asset or adopt an investment methodology unless there is overwhelming
evidence that demonstrates two things. Firstly, that history tells us if we had have adopted that methodology in the past, what the returns would have been over the last few
decades i.e. evidence that it works. Secondly, the performance needs to be logical and repeatable. That is, the investment’s performance is driven by sound fundamentals and
logic. This helps us understand how the return is generated, and that will help inform our future return expectations.
We have robust methodologies to invest in many asset classes, including direct residential and commercial property, shares, bonds, fixed interest, infrastructure and other
assets.
The two main asset classes are shares and property. When it comes to property, our approach is to invest purely for capital growth, not income. We do this through applying an
asset selection methodology that has three attributes:
1. Selecting a property that has proven its ability to generate strong capital growth over many decades i.e. past performance; and
2. it has scarcity in terms of architectural style and availability of vacant land; and
3. it has a high land value component.
This is discussed further in Stuart's book, Investopoly. Whilst we are not property asset selection experts ourselves, as you can imagine, over the past 20 years, we have
developed relationships with trusted buyer's agents who we refer our clients to. Many of these relationships have stood the test of time and the results speak for themselves.
The second major asset class is shares. Again, Stuart discusses his approach in his book Investopoly. An overwhelming amount of empirical data demonstrates that adopting a
low-cost, diversified index approach will deliver the best returns over the long run. Of course, we need to utilise multiple rules-based index methodologies in a well-constructed
portfolio. We skew asset allocations towards asset-classes and geographical markets that exhibit attractive quantitative characteristics. These characteristics have a strong
historic correlation with predicting above average future returns. Put simply, we skew our investments towards markets that look cheap and skew away from markets that look
expensive.
We would be happy to discuss our methodologies in approach to other asset classes also.
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STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Collect all of your relevant
data

Develop your high level
financial strategy

Formulate detailed advice
underpinning your strategy

Implement your plan

At the beginning of our relationship we must develop a long-term investment strategy. An investment strategy is a little bit like a roadmap. None of us would get in a car without any idea of a
destination and just drive around aimlessly. The same is true with respect to building wealth. We must have a clear destination in mind and a roadmap to get there. This process typically takes
anywhere from one to three months, although sometimes it can take longer. It is a very important piece of work that we will not rush. There are no templates. No two clients are identical, so no
two strategies are identical.
The investment strategy is formulated using a financial model, which allows us to compare various scenarios. Of course, Stuart's experience is critical in identifying which scenarios to consider.
Once a high-level strategy has been formulated, the next step is to get into the detail. That includes things like how we will invest in property, how will we invest in shares, what will you do with
your super, are there risk management strategies that we need to put in place such as insurance, and wills, the funding of an investment strategy and so on.
The last step, which is ongoing, is implementation. The implementation step of your plan will of course depend on the complexity and assets involved. Typically, there's a lot of work to do within
the first couple of years. Stuart will be your key contact throughout this advice and implementation process. Of course, Stuart has a team of people that help him, and they will be introduced to
you when it's appropriate.

What happens after
you engage this
service?
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A common question is what does the financial planning relationship look like each year? Unfortunately, because our
strategies are tailored for every client, there is no one-size-fits-all answer to this. It is going to depend on your current
financial position, how much surplus cash flow you have, and what the strategy involves.
However, at an absolute minimum, we will meet and review your circumstances every 12-month period. In addition to
this, we ask that you involve us in any material financial decisions that you might contemplate throughout the year. And
of course, depending on changes in markets, circumstances, or products, you will probably hear from us on an ad hoc
basis during the year.
We contact some clients every month, particularly if our strategy involves regular share investing. We will be in a much
better position to confirm what our engagement will look like on an ongoing basis once your plan has been formulated.
It is important to point out that we will not ‘invent’ work just for the sake of justifying our fees. We realise that this occurs
in our industry. Buying and selling investments tends to trigger fees and tax consequences. We must avoid doing these
activities if it's at all possible. Sometimes the most intelligent thing is to do nothing, and that's exactly what our advice
will be.
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How much
contact do
you have
each year?

WHAT DOES OUR WEALTH
COACH SERVICE NOT
INCLUDE?
Our Wealth Coach service does not include the following items:
business advice,
advice relating to a significant change in circumstances,
any specialise or complex taxation advice,
any costs legal or otherwise associated with implementing our advice, such as
establishing entities like a family trust.
If we need to do any work that is outside of the scope of this Wealth Coach service,
rest assured that we will discuss this with you prior to undertaking that work.
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WHAT FEES CAN
I EXPECT TO
PAY?
Typically, engaging the Wealth Coach service gives rise to two fees.
Firstly, there is a once-off fee that covers the development of your long-term
investment strategy. This fee becomes due once our planning work has completed,
and you are happy with the plan that we have formulated for you. The upfront fee
ranges from $6,000 to $15,000. We acknowledge that is a very large range, but of
course the fee will depend on the time and complexity involved.
The second fee is a monthly retainer fee. This fee becomes payable as soon as you
engage the Wealth Coach service. The monthly fee starts at $300 per month, including
GST. This fee is typically fully tax deductible. The reason why the fee begins at the
start of the engagement is to provide for a situation where the up-front plan takes a lot
longer than anticipated to complete e.g. more than three months. There have been
circumstances where it has taken over a year to formulate a long-term strategy,
because we were waiting for certain events to unfold.
Once we have completed an initial meeting with you to better understand your
situation and goals, we should be in a position to provide you with a fixed fee
proposal.
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SUGGESTED READING
Here are some useful blogs that you may like
to read to help you with your decision about
whether to engage this service.

Good financial decisions are a compounding asset
How much does financial advice cost?
What does (should) a financial planner do for you?
Why I reject potential clients… and some important lessons
The importance of receiving financial advice without borders
Book: Investopoly
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ABN: 54 096 725 370
(03) 8624 4600
(03) 8624 4699
advice@prosolution.com.au
www.prosolution.com.au

Contact
details

Office :
Level 8, 31 Queen Street Melbourne VIC 3000
Postal:
PO Box 475 Collins St West VIC 8007
Licences :
Australian Financial Service Licence No. 238449
Australian Credit License No. 238449
Registered Tax Agent No. 17682003

PROFESSIONAL
MEMBERSHIPS
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